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CHAIRMAN'S
MESSAGE
A busy year with lots of travelling especially to Nepal to
oversee our livelihood programs and a lot more teams going
to Cambodia to build houses and toilets. The number of
children in Hope Village Prey Veng increased from 68 at the
beginning of the year to 102 due to more visits to the
villages to find poor, vulnerable children. Many families in
Prey Veng remained poor as most are farmers with an
average rice field of 0.5 hectares. This is insufficient to
provide for the families and many parents went to Phnom
Penh or overseas to work. The children are left in the care of
grandparents and with irregular remittances from the
parents, many are unable to provide for themselves and the
grandchildren. We are happy and proud that many of the
children who have left the home are doing extremely well!
The number of students sponsored under our NonResidential Child Sponsorship programme (NRCS) increased
from 67 to 102. This programme encourages the guardians
to keep the children in school and not ask them to be
absent to earn money for food. Knowing that having food is
essential, we provide food packs to the families every two
months, provided the child attend school regularly. Besides
food, we provide uniforms, text books and stationary to the
child as these are also reasons why students drop out of
school. We hope that we can get more sponsors as the need
is great and education is a key to getting out of poverty.
For the community in Prey Veng, our team built 31 houses,
37 toilets, 16 wells, 10 UV water systems for schools and
distributed 500 hygiene packs. We are getting more
requests from schools for our UV water systems which is
designed by OHF. The system has proven to be reliable,
easy to use and cheap to maintain.
52 students attended our Training Job Skills for the Service
Sector (TJSSS) which equips rural youths with the skills to
get a white collar job. This is a critical area especially for
rural youths who have left school.
Due to the lack of space in our home in Kathmandu, the
number of children dropped from 43 to 41. The new children
home in Pokhara is completed and we are waiting for
permission from the Government to relocate the children
home from Kathmandu to Pokhara.

Our livelihood program in Nepal benefitted 111 students who attended our 4 months tailoring
classes, 131 students for our computer classes and 10 students for our industrial tailoring
classes. The sewing and computer classes were held in remote areas so that it is easily
accessible to the students who otherwise will have to travel a few hours to attend a class. The
tailoring classes resulted in 8 graduates given loans to start a sewing business.
The livelihood programs benefitted the following:
1. Chicken Farms: 24 families given training, 200 chicks and feed for one month
2. Goat Farms: 14 families given training and 5 to 6 goat per family
3. Pig farms: 3 families given 7 piglets each
4. Vegetable farms: 11 families given a greenhouse each
5. Soap making training was given to 24 adults
As many families still have not rebuilt their houses after the 2015 earthquake, we continued our
innovative rice bag houses. We built 25 rice bag houses in Bhojpur, 45 in Kavre and 1 in Banepa.
We also build a 1200 sq feet community hall in Oklahunga. The rice bag house is earthquake
resistant and approved by the Nepal Government. It is ideal for the mountain villagers where
there is no road access and transportation of thousands of bricks on the back of a person
would be expensive and laborious. The rice bag houses use empty rice bags which are filled
with soil and used to form the walls of the houses.
Although donations have increased from $710,677 in 2018 to $1,049,939 in 2019, our funds at the
end of the year decreased from $710,677 to $467,897. This is due to the increase in cost of our
overseas projects from $642,095 to $820,400. A large part of the increased is due to our
programs in Nepal. The Singapore expenses increased from $358,975 to $458,144 due to
increased travelling expenses and staff costs. Income from volunteers going to Cambodia and
Nepal for community programs increased from $291,816 to $390,810!
Although we are a small charity, we believed we have delivered measurable impact to the
vulnerable in Cambodia and Nepal. We continue to maintain our discipline and methodology
to ensure maximum benefit to cost ratio for our beneficiaries. Our street smart processes are
working well to prevent fraud and wastages in our overseas programs.

Robert Kee
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WHAT WE DO
OHF's primary objective is poverty alleviation in developing countries
and we operate five programmes to help the poor:

OHF CHILD
Residential homes: Hope Village Prey Veng (HVPV) and Hope Trust Nepal (HTN)
Non-residential: Sponsor a Child (Non-Residential Child Sponsorship)

OHF VOLUNTEER
Corporate Social Responsibility, Churches, Schools, Open Teams

OHF COMMUNITY
Safe housing, sanitation, clean water, UV water system for primary
school children and Nepal rebuilding earthquake project

OHF SKILLS
Training rural youths to get white-collar jobs by filling the gap
between academic and vocational training

OHF SOLUTIONS
Using first world technology to alleviate poverty in third world
countries

OVER THE PAST EIGHTEEN YEARS, we have gained considerable experience
and expertise in running long-term projects such as children’s homes and training
centres as well as community and volunteer programmes where we build houses,
provide clean water and sanitation (WASH) facilities for the poor, and teach villagers
livelihood skills.
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VISION
Make hope real for people trapped in poverty.

MISSION
Deliver appropriate solutions with high benefit-to-cost
ratio, using street smart processes to detect fraud and
stretching the donor’s dollar to do more with less.

OUR CORE STRENGTHS
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GOOD FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

DEVELOP LOCAL CAPABILITIES

Managing long-term projects
with good financial accountability.
The latter is not easy especially
most developing countries are
cash based economies

Developing local capabilities,
including facilities, staff and
network, upon which several
projects can be launched,
partnered and managed.

MAXIMISE HIGH-BENEFIT TO COST RATIO

HANDS-ON APPROACH

Operating our programs with
high benefit-cost ratios to
maximize the donation impact
for the poor beneficiaries.

Hands-on culture in project
execution to ensure projects are
executed with proper costing,
good technical experience etc.

REVIEW OF THE
YEAR 2019

Core Operations in 2019

OHF CHILD PROGRAMME
Children’s homes: Hope Village Prey Veng,
Cambodia and Hope Trust Nepal.

SPONSOR A CHILD (NON-RESIDENTIAL)
PROGRAMME provides school supplies and food
packs for poor students. Dropout rate has
reduced among primary school students in
Cambodia.

BUILDING NEPALIS LIVES
to build houses and community halls using rice
bags filled with soil as any homes are still not
rebuilt after the 2015 earthquake.

OHF VOLUNTEER PROGRAMME
sends volunteers from Singapore to Cambodia
and Nepal to undertake Community projects.

OHF COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES

in Cambodia and Nepal include providing
shelter and WASH facilities to the very poor and
constructing UV water treatment systems for
schools in Cambodia.

LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMME IN NEPAL
Together with Compassionate Hands of Nepal
(CHFN), we designed a programme that
includes chicken farming, goat farming,
tailoring training and computer courses.

OHF SKILLS PROGRAMME
Bringing hope to rural youths in Cambodia,
imparting them the skills and knowledge to
find white-collar jobs in the city.
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“Children are like flowers. Let them
bloom by giving them your warm
smiles, your soft gentle words
falling on them like rain and your
art of confidence. You will be
amazed at your own garden.”

- ABAIDA MAHMOOD
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HOPE VILLAGE PREY VENG

OHF Child
Cambodia

Nepal

Total

Children at the beginning of 2019

68

43

111

New children admitted

47

0

47

New children released

13

2

15

102

41

143

Children at the end of 2019

HOPE TRUST NEPAL

SPONSOR A CHILD
Non-Residential Child Sponsorship (NRCS)
LIFTING
OUT
OF
LIFTING
A CHILDCHILDREN
OUT OF POVERTY
THROUGH
POVERTY THROUGH
EDUCATION EDUCATION

SPONSOR A CHILD
Non-Residential Child Sponsorship
(NRCS)

EDUCATION IS FREE BUT GOING TO
SCHOOL IS NOT
WHY IS GOING TO SCHOOL NOT FREE FOR RURAL CHILDREN?
They drop out of
school
They need to work to
provide for their family

Poor families do not
have money

They are unable to
afford exercise books to
do their homework

They would be
scolded by their
teachers or be
laughed at by their
classmates
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SPONSOR A CHILD (NON-RESIDENTIAL) :

NUMBER OF CHILD BENEFICIARIES

Children at the
beginning of 2019

Total Partnering
Primary Schools

Students from
Svay Antor
District

67

22

31

Children at the
end of of 2019

Total Food
Packs Distributed

Students from
Preah Sdach
District

102

659

71

THIS PROGRAMME HELPS TO COVER THE COST OF:

SALT

SCHOOL UNIFORM
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STATIONERIES

TEXTBOOKS AND
EXERCISE BOOKS

Families are rewarded with a bimonthly food pack when they send
their children to school regularly

BENEFICIARY
STORY

Eang Saream
Thanks to her sponsor, Saream has managed to continue her studies and is now
studying in Grade 4. With the COVID-19 situation happening now, Saream has
made full use of the situation and time she has to study with her friend in her
village.
A doting elder sister, she always spends time after school to teach her younger
sister at home. She now has many stationeries to use and is very grateful to OHF for
the donated items.
Saream gets first place in her class every year and has mentioned that she wants to
do well to make her mother and sponsor proud.
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ADEQUATE HOUSING

SAFE SANITATION

OHF
COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

CLEAN WATER FOR HOMES

CLEAN DRINKING WATER FOR SCHOOLS

OHF COMMUNITY: NO. OF HOUSES BUILT

Total Number of
Houses Built

Total Number of
Beneficiaries

31

119
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OHF COMMUNITY: NO. OF PIT TOILETS BUILT

Total Number of
Pit Toilets Built

Total Number of
Beneficiaries

37

135
DID YOU KNOW?
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Many villagers have not used sitting toilet before and hence are
more comfortable using a pit toilet. The pit toilet is easier to
clean and is cheaper than a sitting toilet as it uses lesser water.

OHF COMMUNITY: NO. OF WELLS BUILT

Total Number of
Wells Built

Total Number of
Beneficiaries

16

65
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OHF COMMUNITY: No. of Ultra Violet (UV)
Water Treatment System built for a
Primary School
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Total Number of
UV Systems Built

Total Number of
Beneficiaries

10

2,455

RICE BAG HOUSE
BUILDING PROJECT
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RICE BAG HOUSE
BUILDING PROJECT
WHAT
A key project is the
building of rice bag houses for
the earthquake victims in
Nepal. It was started in 2016.

WHY

WHO

Villagers living in
mountainous areas cannot
afford to have construction
materials like bricks and
large quantities of cement. They
are also heavy to transport!

Beneficiaries include
earthquake victims who have
yet to receive housing, and
the very poor in rural villages.

HOW
We use empty rice bags
filled with soil or gravel as an
alternative to bricks.

We are also building and training
Nepalis to build houses and
community halls using rice bags
filled with soil as many homes are still
not rebuilt after the 2015 earthquake.

Funds raised from the
Disaster Fundraising Earthquake
Permit were used to start the
project. This project is now
continued with OHF reserves and
donations received from wellwishers.

BENEFITS OF A RICE BAG HOUSE
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Building and construction is lowcost.

The house is earthquakeresistant.

Villagers can construct a rice bag
house with cheap and readily
available materials. It is also fast and
easy to build!

The house interior remains cool
in summer and warm during
winter

REBUILDING HOMES IN BHOJPUR
BENEFICIARY STORY

GANESH
Ganesh is a 75-year-old elderly man whom lives alone. His 2 wives passed away, leaving him
a widow. He only has 1 daughter who is married and does not stay with him. Occasionally,
his daughter will come and visit him. However, the daughter does not support him
financially.
After his house was damaged by the earthquake, he was left homeless as he has no money
to rebuilt his house. Thus leaving him with one last resort, staying with his friends in the
village.
Without a roof over his head, Ganesh lived a lonely, depressed, despondent and desperate
life. Once he was informed that OHF has offered to help rebuild his home, Ganesh was
overjoyed and forever grateful. At last, he finally has a place to call his own.
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REBUILDING HOMES IN BHOJPUR
BENEFICIARY STORY

INDRA KARKI
Indra Karki is a 72-year-old elderly man who lives with his son. He has been through 3 medical
operations: 2 Kidney operations & 1 Urinary Tract operation. He still owes 1.5 lakhs (SGD$1,740)
for his 3 operations.
His son used to work in Malaysia, but was forced to return when Malaysian doctors declared
him ‘unfit’ for work. The son had previously taken a loan of 1.1 lakhs (SGD$1,260) for his
Malaysian Work VISA. Because of the loans, the family is now in debt of a total of 2.6 lakhs
(SGD$3,000).
Karki was living a very depressed life as they had no home and no money, but once he knew
OHF was rebuilding his house, he was extremely appreciative. Now, despite his health
condition, he always volunteers to help out with any Rice Bag House construction that is
happening in his area.
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COMMUNITY HALL PROJECT

OKHALDHUNGA
We were approached by the community at Okhaldhunga to build a new
community hall for them. Their previous hall was damaged by the 2015
earthquake with large cracks and deemed unsafe for use.
Okhaldhunga is a very poor community and the hall is the only place where
the community gathers for a variety of purposes from birth, marriage
registration, livelihood skills training and community events.
With the newly rebuilt rice bag Community Hall, the community can now
benefit from a space that will serve generations to come.
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OHF VOLUNTEER

OPEN TEAMS

SCHOOLS

CHURCHES

CORPORATES

Teams from companies, churches, tertiary institutes and families visited
Cambodia and Nepal to undertake community development projects.

IF THIS IS YOUR CALLING
Join us for upcoming trips or organise your own trips!
Write in to us at admin@ohf.org.sg.
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TJSSS
Training Job Skills for the Service Sector
YOUTHS ARE THE HOPE OF OUR FUTURE
- JOSE RIZAL

TRAINING JOB SKILLS
FOR SERVICE SECTOR
AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME

>80%
PROBLEM

More than 80 percent of workers are in
vulnerable employment, such as
unpaid family work and own-account
work, according to an ILO-backed 2010
report by the Cambodian National
Institute of Statistics.

SOLUTION

To equip the rural students with skills so that
they can find a white-collar job.

TJSSS comprises of two courses,
duration of three and seven months
residential training programs.
HOW

TJSSS students are trained in
computer skills, learn English, life
skills and creative thinking. These
improve their chances at securing a
white-collar job.

DID YOU KNOW?
Many TJSSS students shared with us that the first time
they ever used a computer was at their TJSSS training!
Most village families are unable to afford to purchase a
computer.
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Students are provided free
training, accommodation and
given US$40 per month for
food.

TRAINING JOB SKILLS FOR
SERVICE SECTOR

Total Students Enrolled in 2019
3 months
course

121

7 months
course

57
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BENEFICIARY STORY

YONG PISETH
Piseth is a student from Kampong TroBek District, Prey Veng Province who joined the TJSSS programme in
December 2017 and graduated in June 2018. Back then, he had just finished Grade 12 and wanted to further
his studies, but unfortunately his parents, who were both farmers, had no money to support him through
University.
Piseth was feeling hopeless about his future as he didn’t know what to do. Fortunately, he heard from the
Village Chief about the 7-month fully sponsored TJSSS programme organised by OHF that teaches villages
youths English and Computer Skills. Piseth immediately decided to grab the opportunity.
Piseth now works in Phnom Penh, as an Accountant for Lee’s Food Service Ltd. He is proud of himself and
extremely grateful to OHF for organising the TJSSS programme. The English and Computer Skills he has
learnt during the course has benefitted him greatly. He can speak to his clients and colleagues fluently in
English, and use softwares such as Microsoft Word & Excel to aid his accounting work. He also mentioned that
he used the Resume writing knowledge he learnt during the "Job Seeking Skills" lesson to write a good
resume that actually helped him get hired in his current job.
"My life is better now because I have a salary I can use to pay for my University fees, where I am currently
studying in Year 3. Furthermore, I can save some money to send to my parents back home." - Piseth
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Operation Hope Foundation believes that having good governance is the foundation of a strong and
trustworthy organisation. Our board of directors are committed to enforce accountability and transparency.

DIRECTORS

DATE OF APPOINTMENT

DESIGNATION

ROBERT KEE CHIN SWEE

4/7/2001

CHAIRMAN

ONG LIN

4/7/2001

BOARD DIRECTOR

EDMUND KOH BOCK CHENG

1/7/2016

BOARD DIRECTOR

PAUL NG MIN SOON

8/6/2017

BOARD DIRECTOR

LING KIN YEW

1/8/2018

BOARD DIRECTOR

STAFF
Total Number of
Staff end of 2019

43

Total Cambodia
Staff

30

31

Total Singapore
HQ Staff

7

Total Nepal
Staff

5

OHF AUDITOR – HLB ATREDE LLP AND COMPANY SECRETARY – EMC BUSINESS PARTNER PTE LTD

FINANCIALS
Our work is possible because of the generosity of our donors. We are committed
to operating with financial efficiency and transparency so that you know your
donations are being maximised to benefit the benficiaries in Cambodia and
Nepal.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
We have received $1,049,939 in donations for the year 2019, a increase of S$339,262
from FY 2018
Total expenditure inclusive of Singapore office and overseas projects is S$277,474
above the total expenditure incurred in FY 2018, due to an increase in project expenses
and travelling costs.
As at 31 December 2019, our accumulated reserves is zero due to redemption of OHF
balance Singapore bank Preference Shares in 2019

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
The distribution of donations received by programs and countries are tabled below (‘000):
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PLANS IN 2020
Development of a skills course for youths 15 to 17 years old
in Cambodia, who have graduated from Grade 9 but are
unable to progress further on.
The course will aim to facilitate 70% of youths that are
unable to continue their studies after Grade 9.

Development of the Sherpa Stick.
In Cambodia, not only are the courses for youths limited;
these courses are designed for low-level skills such as
farming and mechanics.

The Sherpa Stick was designed to help
thousands of Nepalis who spend their
days carrying heavy loads weighting
more than 70kg on their backs.

The development of our new skills course - Preparing

Further improvements are being
made, and future plans are to launch

Youths for a Better Future - will enable underprivileged
youths who possess strong learning abilities with the
opportunity to level up.

the stick across different provinces.

Research and development of Moringa
leaves as nutritional supplements.
These nutritional supplements will be a
cheap alternative for poor villagers to
consume, which will aid in building their
immunity against diseases.

Development of Solar-powered pumps.
We are constantly looking at ways to
improve our wells and UV water system
so that it's cheaper and more convenient
for the villagers.
The current system runs on a small
generator which requires the villagers to
purchase diesel. The use of solar panels
will eliminate the need for diesel and the
stored solar energy can become an
alternative to provide electricity.

Consulting Services for long-term
projects in developing countries.
OHF has good SOPs and street-smart
processes to detect fraud. Exploration is
being done on how we can share our
expertise to other NGOs who might
need assistance.

COME ON BOARD WITH US
TO MAKE HOPE REAL!
Are you a motivated champion and have
desire to change the world?
Write in to us at marketing@ohf.org.sg together let's make hope into reality!
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THANKS TO YOU,
WE ARE MAKING HOPE REAL IN NEPAL
AND CAMBODIA!

Operation Hope Foundation (“OHF”) is a company limited by guarantee and
registered as a charity in Singapore (Charity # 001521).
UEN No. is 200104386W
OHF Headquarters address: 352 Tanglin Road, Tanglin International Centre, Strathmore Block, #02-04/05, Singapore 247671

